
 

HIPAA Notice of Privacy Practices 

THIS NOTICE DESCRIBES HOW YOUR MEDICAL INFORMATION MAY BE 

USED AND DISCLOSED AND HOW YOU CAN GET ACCESS TO THIS 

INFORMATION. PLEASE REVIEW IT CAREFULLY. 

This HIPAA Notice of Privacy Practices (the "Notice") contains important information 

regarding your medical information. Our current Notice is posted at www.clearsclinic.com. You 

also have the right to receive a paper copy of this Notice and may ask us to give you a copy of 

this Notice at any time. If you received this Notice electronically, you are entitled to a paper 

copy of this Notice. If you have any questions about this Notice please contact the person listed 

in Part 8, below. 

The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 ("HIPAA") imposes 

numerous requirements on covered entities regarding how certain individually identifiable health 

information – known as protected health information or PHI – may be used and disclosed. This 

Notice describes how the Clears Clinic Corporation (“Clears Clinic”), and any third party that 

assists in the administration of the Clears Clinic, may use and disclose your protected health 

information for treatment, payment, or health care operations and for other purposes that are 

permitted or required by law. This Notice also describes your rights to access and control your 

protected health information. "Protected health information" (“PHI”) is information that is 

maintained or transmitted by the Clears Clinic, which may identify you and that relates to your 

past, present, or future physical or mental health or condition and related health care services. 

We understand that medical information about you and your health is personal. We are 

committed to protecting medical information about you and will use it to the minimum necessary 

to accomplish the intended purpose of the use, disclosure, or request of it. This Notice applies to 

all of the medical records we maintain. Your personal doctor or health care provider may have 

different policies or notices regarding their use and disclosure of your medical information.  We 

are required by applicable federal law to maintain the privacy of your health information.  We 

are also required to give you this Notice about our privacy practices, our legal duties and your 

rights concerning your health information.  This Notice takes effect May 1, 2019 and will remain 

in effect until we replace it.   

1. How We May Use And Disclose Medical Information About You. HIPAA 

generally permits use and disclosure of your health information without your permission for 

purposes of health care treatment, payment activities, and health care operations. These uses and 

disclosures are more fully described below. Please note that this Notice does not list every use or 

disclosure; instead it gives examples of the most common uses and disclosures. 
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 Treatment: When and as appropriate, we may use or disclose medical information about 

you to facilitate treatment or services by the Clears Clinic provider. 

 Payment: We may use and disclose your health information to obtain payment for 

services we provide you.   

 Health Care Operations: When and as appropriate, we may use and disclose medical 

information about you for the Clears Clinic’s operations, as needed. For example, we 

may use medical information in connection with: conducting quality assessment and 

administration improvement; underwriting, premium rating, and other activities relating 

to coverage; submitting claims for stop loss (or excess loss) coverage; conducting or 

arranging for medical review, legal services, audit services, and fraud and abuse detection 

programs; business planning and development such as cost management; and business 

management and general administrative activities of the Clears Clinic.. We will not use 

or disclose your genetic information for underwriting purposes. 

 Your Authorization:  In addition to our use of your health information for treatment, 

payment or health care operations, you may give us written authorization to use your 

health information or to disclose to anyone for any purpose. If you give us an 

authorization, you may revoke it in writing at any time.  Your revocation will not affect 

any use or disclosures permitted by your authorization while it was in effect.  Unless you 

give us a written authorization we cannot use or disclose your health information for any 

reasons except those described in this Notice.  

 To your Family and Friends:  We must disclose your health information to you, as 

described in the Patient rights section of this Notice. We may disclose your health 

information to a family member, friend, or other person to the extent necessary to help 

with your healthcare or with payment for your healthcare, but only if you agree that we 

may do so.   

 Persons involved in Care:  We may use or disclose health information to notify or assist 

in the notification of (including identifying or locating) a family member, your personal 

representative or another person responsible for your care, of your location, your general 

condition or death. If you are present, then prior to use or disclosure of your health 

information, we will provide you with an opportunity to object to such uses or 

disclosures.  In the event of your incapacity or emergency circumstances, we will 

disclose health information based on a determination using our professional judgment 

disclosing only health information that is directly relevant to the person’s involvement in 

your healthcare.  

 Marketing Health-Related Services:  We will not use your health information for 

marketing communication without your written authorization.   

 Appointment Reminders:  We may use or disclose your health information to provide 

you with appointment reminders (such as voicemail messages, emails, or letters). 

 To Comply with Federal and State Requirements: We will disclose medical 

information about you when required to do so by federal, state, or local law; to federal, 

state, and local law enforcement officials; in response to a judicial order, subpoena, or 

other lawful process; and to address matters of public interest as required or permitted by 
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law (for example, reporting child abuse and neglect, threats to public health and safety, 

and for national security reasons). We are required to disclose medical information about 

you to the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services if the 

Secretary is investigating or determining compliance with HIPAA or to authorized 

federal officials for intelligence, counterintelligence and other national security activities 

authorized by law. We may disclose your medical information to a health oversight 

agency for activities authorized by law (such as audits, investigations, inspections, and 

licensure). 

 To Avert a Serious Threat to Health or Safety: We may use and disclose medical 

information about you when necessary to prevent a serious threat to your health and 

safety or the health and safety of the public or another person. Any disclosure, however, 

would only be to someone able to help prevent the threat. For example, we may disclose 

medical information about you in a proceeding regarding the licensure of a physician. 

 Military and Veterans: If you are a member of the armed forces, we may release 

medical information about you as required by military command authorities. We may 

also release medical information about foreign military personnel to the appropriate 

foreign military authority. 

 Business Associates: We may disclose your medical information to our business 

associates. We have contracted with entities (defined as "business associates" under 

HIPAA) to help us administer your Clears Clinic benefits. We will enter into contracts 

with these entities requiring them to only use and disclose your health information as we 

are permitted to do so under HIPAA. 

 Other Uses: If you are an organ donor, we may release your medical information to 

organizations that handle organ procurement or organ, eye, or tissue transplantation or to 

an organ donation bank, as necessary to facilitate organ or tissue donation and 

transplantation. We may release your medical information to a coroner or medical 

examiner. If you are an inmate of a correctional institution or under the custody of a law 

enforcement official, we may release your information to the correctional institution or 

law enforcement official. 

We will always try to ensure that the medical information used or disclosed is limited to a 

"Designated Record Set" and to the "Minimum Necessary" standard, including a "limited data 

set," as defined in HIPAA and ARRA (as defined in Part 3, below) for these purposes. We may 

also contact you to provide information about treatment options or alternatives or other health-

related benefits and services that may be of interest to you. 

Uses and disclosures other than those described in this Notice will require your 

written authorization. Your written authorization is required for: most uses and disclosures of 

psychotherapy notes; uses and disclosures of PHI for marketing purposes; and disclosures that 

are a sale of PHI. You may revoke your authorization at any time, but you cannot revoke 

your authorization if Clears Clinic has already acted on it. 

The privacy laws of a particular state or other federal laws might impose a stricter 

privacy standard. If these stricter laws apply and are not superseded by federal preemption rules 
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under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, Clears Clinic will comply with the 

stricter law. 

2. Your Rights Regarding Medical Information About You. You have the following 

rights regarding medical information we maintain about you: 

 Right to Inspect and Copy: You have the right to inspect and obtain a copy of your 

medical information that may be used to make decisions about your benefits under the 

Clears Clinic. 

If you request a copy of the information, we may charge a fee for the costs of copying, 

mailing, or other supplies associated with your request. 

We may deny your request to inspect and copy in certain very limited circumstances. If 

you are denied access to medical information, you may request that the denial be 

reviewed. If the Clears Clinic does not maintain the health information, but knows where 

it is maintained, you will be informed of where to direct your request. 

 Your Right to Amend: If you feel that medical information we have about you is 

incorrect or incomplete, you may ask us to amend the information. You have the right to 

request an amendment for as long as the information is kept by or for the Clears Clinic. 

You also must provide a reason that supports your request. 

We may deny your request for an amendment if it is not in writing or does not include a 

reason to support the request. In addition, we may deny your request if you ask us to 

amend any of the following information: 

 Information that is not part of the medical information kept by or for the Clears 

Clinic. 

 Information that was not created by us, unless the person or entity that created the 

information is no longer available to make the amendment. 

 Information that is not part of the information which you would be permitted to 

inspect and copy. 

 Information that is accurate and complete. 

 Your Right to an Accounting of Disclosures: You have the right to request an 

"accounting of disclosures" (that is, a list of certain disclosures the Clears Clinic has 

made of your health information). Generally, you may receive an accounting of 

disclosures if the disclosure is required by law, made in connection with public health 

activities, or in similar situations as those listed above as "Other Permitted Uses and 

Disclosures". You do not have a right to an accounting of disclosures where such 

disclosure was made: 

 For treatment, payment, or health care operations. 

 To you about your own health information. 

 Incidental to other permitted disclosures. 

 Where authorization was provided. 
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 To family or friends involved in your care (where disclosure is permitted without 

authorization). 

 For national security or intelligence purposes or to correctional institutions or law 

enforcement officials in certain circumstances. 

 As part of a limited data set where the information disclosed excludes identifying 

information. 

To request this list or accounting of disclosures, you must submit your request, which 

shall state a time period, which may not be longer than six years and may not include 

dates before April 14, 2003. Your request should indicate in what form you want the list 

(for example, paper or electronic). The first list you request within a 12-month period will 

be free. For additional lists, we may charge you for the costs of providing the list. We 

will notify you of the cost involved and you may choose to withdraw or modify your 

request at that time before any costs are incurred. 

 Your Right to Request Restrictions: You have the right to request a restriction or 

limitation on the medical information we use or disclose about you for treatment, 

payment, or health care operations. You also have the right to request a limit on the 

medical information we disclose about you to someone who is involved in your care or 

the payment for your care, like a family member or friend. For example, you could ask 

that we not use or disclose information about a surgery that you had. 

We are not required to agree to your request. If the Clears Clinic does agree to a request, 

a restriction may later be terminated by your written request, by agreement between you 

and the Clears Clinic (including orally), or unilaterally by the Clears Clinic for health 

information created or received after the Clears Clinic has notified you that they have 

removed the restrictions and for emergency treatment. 

To request restrictions, you must make your request in writing and must tell us the 

following information: 

 What information you want to limit. 

 Whether you want to limit our use, disclosure, or both. 

 To whom you want the limits to apply (for example, disclosures to your spouse). 

 Right to Request Confidential Communications: You have the right to request that we 

communicate with you about medical matters in a certain way or at a certain location. For 

example, you can ask that we only contact you at work or by mail. 

We will not ask you the reason for your request. We will accommodate all reasonable 

requests. Your request must specify how or where you wish to be contacted. 

You must make any of the requests described above, to the person listed in Part 8, 

below. 

3. Breach Notification. Pursuant to changes to HIPAA required by the Health 

Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act of 2009 and its implementing 

regulations (collectively, "the HITECH Act") under the American Recovery and Reinvestment 
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Act of 2009 ("ARRA"), this Notice also reflects federal breach notification requirements 

imposed on Clears Clinic in the event that your "unsecured" protected health information (as 

defined under the HITECH Act) is acquired by an unauthorized party. 

We understand that medical information about you and your health is personal, and we 

are committed to protecting your medical information. Furthermore, we will notify you 

following the discovery of any "breach" of your unsecured protected health information as 

defined in the HITECH Act (the "Notice of Breach"). Your Notice of Breach will be in writing 

and provided via first-class mail, or alternatively, by e-mail if you have previously agreed to 

receive such notices electronically. If the breach involves: 

 10 or more individuals for whom we have insufficient or out-of-date contact information, 

then we will provide substitute individual Notice of Breach by either posting the notice 

on the Clears Clinic website or by providing the notice in major print or broadcast media 

where the affected individuals likely reside. 

 Less than 10 individuals for whom we have insufficient or out-of-date contact 

information, then we will provide substitute Notice of Breach by an alternative form.  

Your Notice of Breach shall be provided without unreasonable delay and in no case later 

than sixty (60) days following the discovery of a breach and shall include, to the extent possible: 

 A description of the breach. 

 A description of the types of information that were involved in the breach. 

 The steps you should take to protect yourself from potential harm. 

 A brief description of what we are doing to investigate the breach, mitigate the harm, and 

prevent further breaches. 

 Our relevant contact information. 

Additionally, for any substitute Notice of Breach provided via web posting or major print 

or broadcast media, the Notice of Breach shall include a toll-free number for you to contact us to 

determine if your protected health information was involved in the breach. 

4. Changes To This Notice. We can change the terms of this Notice at any time. If 

we do, the new terms and policies will be effective for all of the medical information we already 

have about you as well as any information we receive in the future. We will send you a copy of 

the revised notice.  

5. Complaints. If you believe your privacy rights have been violated, you may file a 

complaint with the Clears Clinic or with the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human 

Services. To file a complaint with the Clears Clinic, contact the person listed in Part 8, below. 

All complaints must be submitted in writing.  You will not be penalized for filing a 

complaint. 
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6. Other Uses Of Medical Information. Other uses and disclosures of medical 

information not covered by this Notice or the laws that apply to us will be made only with your 

written permission. If you grant us permission to use or disclose medical information about you, 

you may revoke that permission, in writing, at any time. If you revoke your permission, we will 

no longer use or disclose medical information about you for the reasons covered by your written 

authorization. You understand that we are unable to take back any disclosures we have already 

made with your permission, and that we may be required to retain our records related to your 

benefit determinations and enrollment. 

7. Effective Date. The effective date of this Notice is May 1, 2019. 

8. Contact Information. All correspondence relating to the contents of this Notice 

should be directed as follows: 

 
Attn: Clears Clinic Corportation 

         28720 US HWY 98 Suite 1 

         Daphne, AL 36526 

 

 

 
 

 

 


